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Abstract
Online action detection in untrimmed videos aims to identify an action as it happens, which makes it very important for real-time applications. Previous methods rely on
tedious annotations of temporal action boundaries for training, which hinders the scalability of online action detection
systems. We propose WOAD, a weakly supervised framework
that can be trained using only video-class labels. WOAD
contains two jointly-trained modules, i.e., temporal proposal
generator (TPG) and online action recognizer (OAR). Supervised by video-class labels, TPG works offline and targets at
accurately mining pseudo frame-level labels for OAR. With
the supervisory signals from TPG, OAR learns to conduct action detection in an online fashion. Experimental results on
THUMOS’14, ActivityNet1.2 and ActivityNet1.3 show that
our weakly-supervised method largely outperforms weaklysupervised baselines and achieves comparable performance
to the previous strongly-supervised methods. Beyond that,
WOAD is flexible to leverage strong supervision when it is
available. When strongly supervised, our method obtains the
state-of-the-art results in the tasks of both online per-frame
action recognition and online detection of action start.

1. Introduction
Temporal Action Localization aims to detect temporal
action boundaries in long, untrimmed videos. Most previous
methods are under offline settings [2, 4, 5, 10, 25, 31], where
they can observe the entire action before making decisions.
However, applications such as surveillance systems and autonomous cars, are required to interact with the world in real
time based on their accumulative observations up to now. Online Action Detection [6] is proposed to address this problem,
where methods need to identify occurring actions moment-tomoment without access to future information. With different
focuses, recent online action detectors consider two subtasks: (1) online per-frame action recognition [6, 9, 28] and
(2) online detection of action start [11, 24]. The former task
focuses on the general capability of recognizing the action
category of each coming frame. On the other hand, detecting
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Figure 1. Comparison between previous methods and our approach.
Previous methods require segment-level annotations (start and end
times of actions) during training, which leads to high human labeling cost. In contrast, our method can be trained with video-level
annotations (video-level action labels) and is flexible to utilize (full/
partial) segment-level supervision when it is available.

action starts in a timely manner is more important to some
real-world applications. For example, an autonomous car
needs to recognize “line merging” of another vehicle as soon
as it starts. While, it is challenging to detect action starts
due to the similar appearances near the start points and the
lack of training data. The later task specially targets on this
problem. Our method jointly addresses these two tasks.
Although previous methods have achieved promising
progress, they rely on segment-level annotations of action
boundaries for training (see Fig. 1). However, annotating
action boundaries in long, untrimmed videos involves possibly ambiguous decisions and requires significant amount
of human labor. This hinders the scalability of model learning, particularly for videos embodying complex semantics.
Compared to the segment-level boundaries, video-level action classes are much easier to acquire. With the help of
text-based video retrieval techniques, video-class labels may
be obtained almost for free from the internet at a large scale.
To take advantage of the easy-to-obtain video-level annotations, we propose WOAD, a Weakly supervised Online
Action Detection framework, that can be trained with videoclass labels only. Detecting actions using weak supervision
in an online scenario is challenging since (1) online action
detectors generally require per-frame labels for training, so
it is hard to utilize video-level labels as supervision and (2) it
is not trivial for a model to be accurate for action recognition
and sensitive to action starts without access to future information. As shown in Fig. 2, our proposed WOAD contains
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two jointly-trained modules, i.e., Temporal Proposal Generator (TPG) and Online Action Recognizer (OAR), each of
which focuses on handling one of the challenges. Supervised
by video-class labels, TPG mines class-wise temporal action
proposals that can be used as pseudo per-frame labels for
OAR. While, OAR aims at conducting both per-frame action
recognition and start detection jointly in an online fashion.
The proposed design has the following benefits: (1) TPG
is used only during training for pseudo labels generation, so
it can fully utilize temporal relation of frames (e.g. grouping
nearby frames of the same class to improve proposal generation) without online constraint; (2) the design of OAR
directly targets at improving the online tasks without being
distracted by the weakly supervised setting and (3) the joint
training could help learn better representations.
Our contributions are summarized as follows: (1) we introduce a novel method for weakly supervised online action
detection. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
that addresses the problem using weak supervision; (2) our
method is flexible to combine weak and strong supervision
when only a part of videos have strong annotations and (3)
experimental results show that our method largely outperforms weakly-supervised baselines and achieves comparable
performance to the previous strongly-supervised methods.
When strongly supervised, our method obtains the state-ofthe-art results in the tasks of both online per-frame action
recognition and online detection of action start.

2. Related Work
Temporal Action Localization. The goal of temporal
action detectors is to find the temporal boundaries of actions
in untrimmed videos. Most existing methods work in offline
settings, where they can make predictions after processing
the entire actions. Shou et al. proposed S-CNN [25] to conduct action proposal generation, classification and regression
via multi-stage networks. Dai et al. introduced TCN [5] that
utilizes temporal context of proposals to improve proposal
generation. Xu et al. presented R-C3D [27] that improves
model efficiency by sharing the processing stages of proposal generation and classification. Buch et al. proposed
SST [2] to conduct fast proposal generation. Zeng et al. modeled relations among proposals using Graph Convolutional
Networks [14] and improved feature representations in [30].
Online Action Detection. Online action detectors identify the occurring action in untrimmed, streaming videos
based on the past and current observations. Geest et al. first
posed this problem as online per-frame action recognition
and set up several baselines and evaluation metrics in [6].
Following this direction, Gao et al. introduced RED [9]
which conducts current and future action predictions jointly.
Xu et al. proposed TRN [28] that uses the predicted future
actions to improve action recognition at the current time.
Eun et al. introduced IDU to accumulate input information

based on its relevance to the current action in [7]. Compared
to per-frame action recognition, online detecting action starts
is more important for some applications and is more challenging due to the similar appearance near starts and the
lack of training data. Shou et al. first proposed an online
framework in [24] and treated the problem as a classification task. Gao et al. presented StartNet [11] which set the
new state-of-the-art performance. However, these methods
depend on the annotations of action boundaries for training
and are evaluated on either per-frame action recognition or
action start detection. Our work jointly handles these two
tasks using weak supervision.
Weakly Supervised Offline Action Detection. Extensive studies have been done in offline action detection
with video-class lables as supervision. Wang et al. introduced UntrimmedNet [26] to model actions from untrimmed
videos. Shou et al. improved UntrimmedNet by introducing
Outer-Inner-Contrastive loss [23]. Using only video-level
labels, W-TALC [22] learns action representations using
MIL and co-activity similarity losses. Liu et al. focused
on the completeness of actions in [17] and BasNet [15] improved weakly supervised action localization by background
suppression. In [20], Narayan et al. optimized the models by jointly minimizing category, count and center losses.
Yuan et al. proposed MAAN [29] to relieve the effect of
the dominant response of the most salient regions. Luo et
al. explicitly modeled the key instances assignment via a
EM-MIL approach in [18]. Nguyen et al. learned a rich
notion of actions via background modeling in [21]. Min et
al. proposed A2CL-PT [19] to learn discriminative features
and distinguish background. Existing offline methods are
not well suitable in the online setting since (1) offline methods target at predicting action segments that have significant
temporal overlap with ground-truth, so they are not designed
to be good at per-frame recognition and are not sensitive
to start; (2) most of them adopt temporal prediction grouping strategy to improve performance during inference which
violates online constraint and (3) technically, they prefer
feedforward networks while online action detectors work
better with RNNs.

3. Weakly Supervised Online Action Detection
3.1. Framework Overview
For online action detection, the input to the system is a
streaming, untrimmed video, Vi , represented as a sequence
of image frames [Ii1 , Ii2 , ..., IiTi ], where i denotes video index and Ti is video length. At each time t, the system
takes Iit as input. It predicts, ati , the probability of the current action category (online per-frame action recognition)
and determines, asti , the probability that an action start occurs (online detection of action start). Under the constraint
of online setting, no future information is available in the
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Figure 2. Illustration of the proposed WOAD in the training phase. A feature extractor is used to extract features of the input video. Frame
features, Fi , are then obtained by a fully connected layer (FC) activated with ReLU and serve as inputs to both Temporal Proposal Generator
(TPG) and Online Action Recognizer (OAR). TPG is trained using video-class labels and its generated class-wise temporal proposals are
used as pseudo ground truth of action boundaries to supervise the training of OAR. See details in Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 3.3.

inference phase. Previous approaches require annotations
of temporal action boundaries for training. The proposed
method can be trained using only video-class labels.
As shown in Fig. 2, our method contains two modules,
i.e., the Temporal Proposal Generator (TPG) and the Online
Action Recognizer (OAR). During training, TPG is supervised by video-class labels and outputs class-wise temporal
proposals (Sec. 3.2). The proposals serve as pseudo ground
truth of action boundaries which can be used as per-frame
labels to supervise the training of OAR (Sec. 3.3). During
inference, only OAR is used for online action detection.

3.2. Temporal Proposal Generator
There are different options to implement our Temporal
Proposal Generator (TPG). In this work, we focus on utilizing Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) loss and Co-Activity
Similarity (CAS) loss proposed in [22]. Next, we will revisit
the definitions of these two losses
Let Fi = [f1i , f2i , ..., fTi i ]⊤ ∈ RTi ×D indicates the features
of Vi just before the TPG module as shown in Fig. 2, where
fti indicates the feature of the frame at time step t, and Ti
denotes the number of frames in Vi . We obtain per-frame
scores, Si = [s1i , s2i , ..., sTi i ]⊤ ∈ RTi ×C by projecting the
features to action class space and sti = [sti1 , sti2 , ..., stiC ] ∈
RC indicates scores of frame t over c = [1, 2, ..., C] classes.
For each class c, a video-level score, ŝic , is obtained
P by averaging over the top Ki frame scores as ŝic = K1i t∈Kic stic ,
where Kic indicates the set of top Ki frames for class c over
Ti frames, Ki = ⌊ Tκi ⌋ and κ is fixed to be 8.
MIL loss, LM IL , is defined as the cross entropy loss between the video-class label, yi , and the predicted video-class
probability, pi , where pi is obtained by applying softmax in
classes over ŝi = [ŝi1 , ŝi2 , ..., ŝiC ].
CAS loss encourages regions of videos containing sim-

ilar activities to have similar feature representations, and
those containing different activities to have different representations. High- and low-attention region feature representations, Ψ and Φ, are introduced to achieve this goal.
⊤
1
For class c, Ψic = F⊤
i Aic and Φic = Ti −1 Fi (1 − Aic ),
Ti
where Aic ∈ R is a temporal attention vector, obtained by
applying temporal softmax over frame scores, Si
Intuitively, Ψic aggregates features of regions with high
probability containing the activity, while Φic aggregates
those of regions that are unlikely involving in the activity.
For class c, a positive video pair, Vi and Vj , is constructed
if yic = yjc = 1. Their pair-wise loss is calculated as
1
{max(0, d(Ψic , Ψjc ) − d(Ψic , Φjc ) + δ)
2
+ max(0, d(Ψic , Ψjc ) − d(Φic , Ψjc ) + δ)},

(1)

where d(x, z) denotes cosine similarity of x and z, and δ is a
margin parameter. CAS loss, LCAS , is the average loss over
all positive video pairs of all classes in the training batch.
Proposal generation is conducted via a two-stage thresholding strategy. First, a threshold, θclass , is used to discard
categories having small video-level confidence scores. Then,
a second threshold, θscore , is applied on the frame scores
of the remaining categories, stic , along the temporal axis.
Taking advantage of temporal constraint of frames, nearby
frames with the same category are grouped to obtain the
class-wise temporal proposals and action starts are thus obtained. After that, the video-class labels are used to filter out
the proposals with wrong categories.

3.3. Online Action Recognizer
Online Action Recognizer (OAR) sequentially takes fti
as input and outputs per-frame action scores over classes
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including background, ati ∈ R(C+1) , and a class-agnostic
start score, stti ∈ R2 , indicating the probabilities of this
frame being a start point or not.
Our OAR is constructed by a LSTM with temporal pooling. The LSTM updates its hidden and cell states, hti and cti ,
at each time step as
hti , cti = LST M (hit−1 , cit−1 , fti ).

(2)

t

ei is obtained by applying max pooling along temThen, h
poral axis from hit−M up to hti as in Eq. 3, where M indicates
the length of the temporal window.

LOAR . As shown in Fig. 2, proposals for OAR supervision
are continuously updated. To reduce computation, we update
the proposals every N training iterations.
Inference. For the online action detection tasks, only
OAR is used during inference. Proceeding sequentially,
OAR outputs ati and stti at each time step t. ati can be used
directly as the per-frame action prediction. Following [11],
scores of action starts, are obtained by asti(1:C) = ati(1:C) ∗
stti1 and asti0 = ati0 ∗ stti0 , where (1 : C) indicates positive
classes and (0) denotes background. Then, we generate
action starts following the criteria [24, 11]: (1) the predicted
class ĉti = argmax(asti ) is an action; (2) the maximum
c

eti = max pool(ht−M , ht−M +1 , ..., hti ).
h
i
i

(3)

action score astiĉt exceeds a threshold (set to be 0) and (3)

ati and stti are obtained by a linear projection followed by
eti , respectively as in Eq. 4,
the softmax operation on hti and h
where Wa and Wst indicate the parameters of the classifiers.

ĉti 6= ĉit−1 . As indicated, stti is used to boost the scores if a
start is predicted at time t and suppress those otherwise.

t
ati = sof tmax(W⊤
a hi ).

(4)

et
stti = sof tmax(W⊤
st hi ).

In each training batch, we convert the proposal boundaries
of each class c (obtained from TPG) to per-frame action labels, ljc and binary start labels, ζjm , where j = {1, 2, .., Te}
indicates the index of a frame, Te is the total number of
frames in the training video batch and m ∈ {0, 1} differentiates the non-start and start. We use cross entropy loss
between ljc and the predicted action probability, ajc , to form
frame loss and utilize focal loss [16] between ζjm and the
predicted start probability, stjm , to construct start loss as
shown in Eq. 5, where γ is a hyper parameter.
Te

LOAR

C

1 XX
=−
ljc log ajc +
Te j=1 c=0
{z
}
|
f rame loss

−
|

1
Te

Te
X

1
X

j=1 m=0

(5)

ζjm (1 − stjm )γ log stjm .
{z

start loss

}

3.4. Model Optimization and Inference
Optimization. Our Temporal Proposal Generator (TPG)
and Online Action Recognizer (OAR) are jointly optimized
by minimizing
Ltotal = LOAR + λLT P G ,

(6)

where LT P G = LM IL + LCAS . LM IL is computed for
each videos and LCAS is calculated using the positive video
pairs in the training batch. Each video is segmented to nonoverlapping training sequences which are used to calculate

i

4. Experiments
Datasets. We conduct experiments on THUMOS’14 [12],
ActivityNet1.2 and ActivityNet1.3 [8]. THUMOS’14 contains 20 sport-related action classes. Following prior works,
we use the validation set (200 videos) for training and evaluate on the test set (212 videos). Each video contains 15
action instances on average. ActivityNet1.2 contains 100
action classes with an average of 1.5 action instances per
video. We train on the training set (4819 videos) and evaluate on validation set (2383 videos). With 200 action classes,
ActivityNet1.3 is an enlarged version of ActivityNet1.2. Our
model is trained with the 10k training videos and validated
using its 5k validation videos. Although ActivityNet datasets
are much larger, THUMOS’14 has varying video lengths and
much denser temporally annotated actions which make it
more challenging.
Evaluation metrics. Following previous works [6, 9, 28,
24, 11], frame-based average precision (F-AP) and pointbased average precision (P-AP) are used as our evaluation
metrics. F-AP focuses on evaluating model performance
based on per-frame predictions. P-AP evaluates performance
of action starts. P-AP works similarly as the bounding box
based AP in the object detection task, except that P-AP
uses time difference to determine whether an action start
prediction is correct, while the later one uses Intersection
over Union between the predicted box and the ground truth.
The mean F-AP and mean P-AP are calculated by averaging
F-APs and P-APs over classes, respectively.
Baselines. Since our TPG is implemented based on WTALC [22], we compare with this baseline to show the advantage of our framework under the weakly supervised setting. 1
Then, we compare against two strongly-supervised methods, TRN [28] and StartNet [11]. TRN is a state-of-the-art
1 To perform fair comparison, we evaluate on its frame-level predictions
(Si in Fig. 2) during inference under the online constraint.
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Methods
W-TALC [22]

Sup.
V

WOAD

mean P-AP@ Time Threshold (Seconds)
3
4
5
6
7
8

1

2

16.2

26.0

31.3

34.6

36.2

37.6

38.6

21.9

32.9

40.5

44.4

48.1

49.8

50.8

9

10

mean F-AP

39.3

39.9

40.3

48.0

51.7

52.4

53.1

54.4

Table 1. Comparison with our baseline under weakly supervised setting on THUMOS’14. V indicates video-level (weak) supervision.

Methods
W-TALC [22]
WOAD

Sup.
V

mean P-AP@ Time Threshold (Seconds)
3
4
5
6
7
8

1

2

5.2

8.5

10.7

12.8

14.5

15.9

17.1

7.9

11.6

14.3

16.4

18.8

20.3

22.2

9

10

mean F-AP

18.1

19.1

20.1

53.8

23.4

24.7

25.3

66.7

Table 2. Comparison with our baseline under weakly supervised setting on ActivityNet1.2. V indicates video-level (weak) supervision.

(SOTA) method for the online per-frame action recognition
task and StartNet is the SOTA method for the task of online
detection of action starts.

4.1. Experimental Results

Feature description. On THUMOS’14 and ActivityNet1.2, two-stream (optical flow stream and RGB stream)
I3D network [3] pre-trained on Kinetics is used as the feature
extractor. Features are extracted at the chunk level. Video
frames are extracted at 25 FPS and the chunk size is 16.
The final features are the concatenation of the outputs of the
two streams, resulting in a dimension of 2048. To perform
fair comparison, our method and the baselines use the preextracted features provided by the authors of [22]. To avoid
heavy feature extraction, we adopt the C3D features 2 of ActivityNet1.3 officially released by the ActivityNet Challenge.

Our main focus is weakly supervised online action detection.
So, we first conduct experiments under this setting.
Online detection of action start. Comparisons in terms
of P-AP between our approach and our baseline, W-TALC,
are shown in Table 1 and 2. Our method outperforms WTALC over all the time thresholds. Specifically, we obtain
5.7% and 2.7% higher mean P-AP when time threshold is 1
second on THUMOS’14 and ActivityNet1.2, respectively.
When only using video-level annotations, our method obtains better performance than strongly-supervised StartNet in
general on THUMOS’14, ActivityNet1.2 and ActivityNet1.3
as shown in Table 3, 4 and 5.
Online per-frame action recognition. Comparisons between our method and W-TALC in terms of F-AP are shown
in Table 1 and 2 (last column). Our method improves the
baseline largely by 6.4% and 12.9% mean F-AP on THUMOS’14 and ActivityNet1.2 which demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework.
We also compare our weakly-supervised method with
strongly-supervised baselines in Table 5, 6 and 8. Our
weakly-supervised method achieves 54.4% mean F-AP improving the strongly-supervised TRN by 3.4% on THUMOS’14, and obtains 66.7% mean F-AP which is only
2.4% lower than TRN on ActivityNet1.2. Although using
video-level labels, our method achieves comparable results
to strongly-supervised TRN. THUMOS’14 is a more challenging dataset, containing 10× action instances per video
as compared to ActivityNet, so it leaves more room for our
model to improve the performance. This is why our method
gains much better results on THUMOS’14. For future reference, our method obtains 67.9% using weighted maIA, a
newly proposed metric in [1].

Implementation details. Our method is implemented
using Pytorch. The update interval of temporal proposals
is set to be N = 100 for THUMOS’14, N = 500 for ActivityNet1.2 and 1000 for ActivityNet1.3. For OAR, the
dimension of hti is set to be 4096 and the length of training
sequence for LSTM is 64. M in temporal pooling is fixed
to be 3. γ in Eq. 5 is set to be 2. Since starts are sparsely
located in each video, we use all positive frames and randomly sample 3 times negative ones in each training batch to
compute start loss. λ is fixed to be 0.5. Batch size of training
videos is set to be 10. We use Adam [13] with weight decay
5 × 10−4 and set learning rate to be 1 × 10−4 .
Supervision combination strategy. When segmentlevel (strong) annotations exist, frame and start losses are
computed using a combination of ground-truth and pseudo
labels. The intuition is that the boundary annotations usually
involve ambiguous decisions, so the noisy labels may serve
as a type of regularization by making the label set reasonably
diverse. We conduct the combination by randomly selecting
90% videos using ground-truth supervision and other videos
use the noisy proposal supervision. The proposals and the
combination set are updated during training.
2 http://activity-net.org/challenges/2016/download.html

4.1.1

4.1.2

WOAD with Weak Supervision

WOAD with Strong Supervision

Full strong supervision. When using all segment-level annotations, our method largely outperforms TRN on THU-
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Methods

mean P-AP@ Time Threshold (Seconds)
3
4
5
6
7
8

Sup.

1

2

S

21.9

33.5

39.6

42.5

46.2

46.6

47.7

V

21.9

32.9

40.5

44.4

48.1

49.8

S

28.0

40.6

45.7

48.0

50.1

51.0

StartNet [11]
WOAD

9

10

48.3

48.6

49.0

50.8

51.7

52.4

53.1

51.9

52.4

53.0

53.1

Table 3. Comparison with strongly-supervised method for online detection of action start on THUMOS’14. V and S denote video-level
(weak) and segment-level (strong) supervision, respectively. Best and second-best per column are highlighted.

Methods

1

2

S

7.5

11.5

14.1

16.5

18.4

19.7

20.9

V

7.9

11.6

14.3

16.4

18.8

20.3

S

8.7

13.6

17.0

19.7

21.6

23.0

StartNet [11]
WOAD

mean P-AP@ Time Threshold (Seconds)
3
4
5
6
7
8

Sup.

9

10

21.8

22.9

23.6

22.2

23.4

24.7

25.3

24.7

25.8

26.8

27.7

Table 4. Comparison with strongly-supervised method for online detection of action start on ActivityNet1.2. V and S denote video-level
(weak) and segment-level (strong) supervision, respectively. Best and second-best per column are highlighted.

Methods

Sup.

mean F-AP

mean P-AP@ 1

S

43.8
–

–
4.9

V

44.0

5.1

S

46.8

5.5

TRN [28]
StartNet [11]
WOAD

Table 5. Comparison with strongly-supervised methods on ActivityNet1.3. V and S denote video-level (weak) and segment-level
(strong) supervision.

Methods

Sup.

Param. #

Infer time

mean F-AP

TRN [28]

S

314M

2.60 ms

51.0

WOAD

V

110M

0.40 ms

54.4

Table 6. Comparison with strongly-supervised method for online
per-frame action recognition on THUMOS’14. The reported times
do not include the processing time of feature extraction. V and S
indicate video-level (weak) and segment-level (strong) supervision.

MOS’14 ( by 16.1% mean F-AP, see Table 7). On ActivityNet1.2 and ActivityNet1.3, our method achieves new
state-of-the-art performance of 70.7% mean F-AP (Table 8)
and 46.8% (Table 5), respectively. For online detection of
action start, our method outperforms StarNet consistently for
all time thresholds on both THUMOS’14 (Table 3) and ActivityNet1.2 (Table 4). Interestingly, we observe that the gap
of our performance between strong- and weak-supervised
settings is only 4% and 2.8% on ActivityNet1.2 and 1.3,
whereas the gap is 12.7% on THUMOS’14. This may be because that the average ratio of action length over video length
in ActivityNet is ∼ 40%, while the ratio is only 2% in THUMOS’14. So, our method is not as sensitive to the boundary
shift of a noisy proposal in ActivityNet as in THUMOS’14.
WOAD with Mixed Supervision. One advantage of our
method is the flexibility of taking different forms of supervi-

sion for different videos. We evaluate our model when only
a portion of randomly selected videos have segment-level
annotations. As shown in Table 7 and 8, the performance
of our model improves when more segment-level labels are
available. On ActivityNet1.2, our method achieves comparable performance to previous SOTA method when only 70%
of data contains segment-level annotations.
4.1.3

Model Ablation and Analysis

Our superior performance may attribute to (1) the improvements by jointly training TPG and OAR; (2) the effect of the
supervision combination strategy and (3) our desirable structure. Ablation studies are conducted to analyze the effect of
each component of WOAD.
TPG and OAR joint training. Training two modules
together has following benefits: (1) the diverse pseudo labels
generated in different iterations could serve as regularization
during training and (2) the shared features can be potentially
improved by multi-task learning. We validate its effect by
removing LT P G when strong labels are available. As shown
in Table 9, disabling LT P G (W/O LT P G ) results in 5.9%
and 3.5% lower mean F-AP and mean P-AP@1.
Supervision combination. Should we use the pseudo
labels generated from TPG when strong labels are available?
As shown in Table 9, using only segment-level supervision
(W/O weak sup.) results in degradation of mean F-AP by
3.2% and mean P-AP@1 by 2.6%. We observe that small
amount of pseudo labels could serve as a type of regularization thus relieve overfitting. However, adding too much
noise would lead to performance degradation. For example,
when we use pseudo labels for 90% of videos, the mean
F-AP is decreased to 58.0%.
Effect of start point prediction. As shown in Table 9,
removing stti (W/O stti (Infer.)) results in decreasing mean P-
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Methods →
Supervision →

TRN [28]
S

V

V+10%S

WOAD
V+30%S

V+50%S

S

mean F-AP →

51.0

54.4

55.0

59.3

62.6

67.1

Table 7. Comparison with strongly-supervised SOTA method on THUMOS’14. V+10%S means that 10% of videos have segment-level
(strong) annotations and others have video-level (weak) annotations.

Methods →
Supervision →

TRN [28]
S

V

V+30%S

WOAD
V+50%S

V+70%S

S

mean F-AP →

69.1

66.7

66.9

68.5

69.3

70.7

Table 8. Comparison with strongly-supervised SOTA method on ActivityNet1.2. V+30%S means that 30% of videos have segment-level
(strong) annotations and others have video-level (weak) annotations.

Methods

Sup.

W/O RNN
W/O stti (Infer.)
W/O temp. pool
WOAD

V

W/O LT P G
W/O RNN
W/O weak sup.
W/O temp. pool
WOAD

S

mean F-AP

mean P-AP@ 1

49.0
54.4
54.3
54.4

19.7
20.2
21.6
21.9

61.2
57.5
63.9
65.6
67.1

24.5
24.6
25.4
26.3
28.0

Table 9. Ablation study of our proposed WOAD on THUMOS’14.
V and S indicate video-level (weak) and segment-level (strong)
supervision, respectively.

Sup.

mean F-AP

mean P-AP@ 1

W-TALC [22]
WOAD

V

48.0
54.4

16.2
21.9

BaS-Net [15]
WOAD+

V

51.0
57.8

19.9
22.7

Methods

Table 10. Comparison of our method implemented with different
modules as TPG on THUMOS’14 dataset. WOAD+ indicates our
framework using BaS-Net as TPG.

AP@1 by 1.7%. As expected, start point prediction improves
the accuracy of action start generation by suppressing false
positives at non-start frames.
Effect of temporal pooling. Information of the current
frame may not be the best indicator for start prediction, so
we use temporal pooling to make our model more flexible to
take temporal information. When it is removed, our model
(W/O temp. pool in Table 9) obtains worse performances.
Effect of RNN. Our OAR utilizes LSTM to aggregate
temporal information. To investigate the effect of the recurrent architecture, we replace the LSTM with two fully
connected layers of size 4096. The performance (W/O RNN
in Table 9) under both weak and strong supervised settings
are much worse than our method which demonstrate the
usefulness of RNN in our architecture.

Effect of λ. The hyper parameter λ in Eq. 6 controls the
contribution of the losses from our TPG and OAR modules
to the total loss. λ is set to be 0.5 as default. Our method
is relatively robust in this hyper-parameter choice. With
video-level supervision, our method achieves 54.4%, 55.0%
and 54.6% mean F-AP when λ equals 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0, respectively. When strongly supervised, our method obtains
67.1%, 66.3% and 66.6% mean F-AP accordingly.
WOAD with another TPG option. Although, our TPG
is based on [22], other weakly supervised techniques may
also serve as TPG. We experiment with another offline
weakly supervised method, BaS-Net [15], to generates action proposals. The results in Table 10 show that our method
outperforms the baselines of W-TALC and BaS-Net largely
by 6.4% and 6.8% mean F-AP, and by 5.7% and 2.8% mean
P-AP@1, respectively. The clear gaps demonstrate the effectiveness of our design. Besides, WOAD+ performs much
better than WOAD which suggests that our method achieves
better results when using a more accurate TPG model.
Model efficiency analysis. Since our model and the baselines use the same features, we compare the inference times
after feature extraction. We test all the models under the
same environment with a single Tesla V100 GPU. The perframe inference times of TRN, StartNet and our method averaging over the entire test set of THUMOS’14 are 2.60 ms,
0.56 ms and 0.40 ms respectively. The results suggests that
our method is the fastest, around 6× faster than TRN. Model
size is another key factor, especially for online tasks. Given
similar model accuracy, smaller models are preferable, since
they require less memory. Number of parameters of TRN,
StartNet and our method (TPG+OAR) are 314M, 118M and
110M. Our method has the least number of parameters (3×
smaller than TRN).
Qualitative results. In Fig. 3, we visualize our predicted
action and start scores of three representative cases. As it
is shown, our method performs fairly good in the case of
Long Jump. In the second case (JavelinThrow), our action
scores are desirable. Since the visual appearance across
frames near start points are very similar, the start scores
are (although still reasonable) not as good as those in the
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Long Jump

Background

Background

Ground Truth

74.6s

81.3s

Background

JavelinThrow

Background

Ground Truth

210.2s

Diving

Background
3.5s

Ground Truth

Background
5.1s

216.3s

Diving

Ground Truth

7.3s

Background
13.0s

Figure 3. Qualitative results of our weakly-supervised method. The last row of each group indicates the predicted start scores (blue bars) and
the second to the last row (colored bars) indicates the predicted action scores of the ground-truth class.

first case. In the third case (Diving), there are two actions
occurred with a very short break in between. This makes it
very hard to estimate starts based on the subtle visual and
motion differences. Thus, the gap of start scores between
start and non-start points are relatively small.
Our weaknesses. Our TPG is basically an offline weakly
supervised method which performs poorly in long videos
especially when there are very few training videos available.
The low accuracy of the generated pseudo labels may result in an unsatisfactory performance of our method in the
above scenarios. We conducted experiments on TVSeries [6]
dataset which contains only 20 long videos for training. With
the two-stream features used in [9, 28], our method achieves
59.1% and 82.2% mean cAP in weakly and strongly supervised settings. [9] and [28] reported 79.2% and 83.7%,
respectively. As suggested by the results, our method is not
as competitive as it is in other datasets.

5. Conclusion
We propose WOAD to address online action detection
using weak supervision. Previous methods rely on segmentlevel annotations for training which leads to significant
amount of human effort and hinders the model scalability.
Our proposed WOAD can be trained using only video-level
labels and is largely improved when strong labels are available. Experimental results demonstrate that our method with
weak supervision obtains comparable performance to the
existing strongly-supervised approaches on the online action
detection tasks and achieves the state-of-the-art results when
strongly supervised.
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